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Revenue management is considered one of the
most successful application areas of operations re-
search in the business practice. It has been de�ned
as �selling the right product to the right customer
at the right time for the right price"(Kimes [12]).

The canonical examples for the practice of reve-
nue management are the airline and hospitality in-
dustries, where highly perishable units of capacity
(an airline seat or a hotel room), generally subject
to high �xed costs and targeting heterogeneous cus-
tomers, are sold with the objective of maximizing
revenues. During the last 20 years, the scope has
broadened to other sectors like car rental, cruises,
retailing, broadcast advertising, and health care.

Revenue management is mainly concerned with
demand-management decisions. It involves mana-
ging the �rm's interface with the market, and in
this sense can be thought of as the complement
of supply-chain management, which addresses the
supply decisions and processes of a �rm, with the
objective of minimizing the costs of production and
logistics. Demand management decisions can be ad-
dressed by adjusting the price or quantity o�e-
red. Pricing decisions involve setting �xed prices or
individual-o�er prices, pricing products across dif-
ferent categories, and adjusting prices dynamically
over time. The selling practice of low-fare airlines
and markdowns in retailing are examples of price-
based revenue management. Quantity decisions are
related to the control of the capacity or inventory
in terms of whether to accept or reject a request
for a unit, and to the allocation of capacity to dif-
ferent segments, products or selling channels. This
is typically the practice of full-fare airlines and big
hotel chains. We next explore these two streams of
research (price-based and quantity-based demand

management) in some more detail.

The integration of pricing and production or in-
ventory decisions has the potential of signi�cantly
improving the performance of manufacturing and
service supply chains. Research addressing demand
management decisions through the adjustment of
retail prices includes single-period settings, multi-
period settings (both with �xed and dynamically
adjusted prices), settings with a single monopolistic
�rm, or with multiple �rms competing for customer
demand. In addition, these models di�er in their as-
sumptions regarding the type of demand (determi-
nistic or stochastic), demand functional form (addi-
tive or multiplicative), and the costs incurred (e.g.,
presence or absence of �xed ordering costs). We re-
fer to the detailed classi�cation of work in this area
provided in the survey chapter of Chan et al. [5].

Petruzzi and Dada [15] provide a unifying fra-
mework for analyzing pricing decisions in a single-
period, single-�rm, newsvendor model. Federgruen
and Heching [7] characterize the structure of an op-
timal combined pricing and inventory strategy in a
dynamic, multi-period model with periodic review.
In this setting, it is optimal to adopt a base-stock
list-price policy, i.e., in each period the ordering po-
licy is characterized by an order-up-to level and a
price that depends on the initial inventory level at
the beginning of the period. If the initial inventory
level is below the base-stock level, the �rm charges
a list price, and if it is above the base-stock level, no
order is placed and the �rm o�ers a price discount
which is a function of the initial inventory level.
Chen and Simchi-Levi [6] extend the analysis to a
setting in which the �rm incurs �xed cost for each
order placed. In a setting with stochastic demand
and a single ordering opportunity, Gallego and van
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Ryzin [10] characterize the optimal dynamic pricing
policy as a function of the inventory level and the
time left in the horizon.

A number of papers have studied the integration
of traditional inventory/production models with de-
mand management decisions in oligopoly settings
with multiple �rms compete for customer demand
by adjusting their retail prices. Kirman and So-
bel [13] develop a multi-period model in which a
number of competing �rms decide in each period
the price and the amount to produce to satisfy ran-
dom demand. Bernstein and Federgruen [2] consider
a newsvendor setting with multiple �rms that face
stochastic demand and compete in terms of their
prices, while Bernstein and Federgruen [1] consi-
der a model with competing �rms making pricing
and replenishment decisions in a multi-period set-
ting with deterministic demand and �xed ordering
costs.

There remain many challenging research pro-
blems in the area of joint pricing and produc-
tion/inventory decisions. These include, for exam-
ple, retail pricing decisions in serial supply chains,
dynamic adjustment of prices in settings with mul-
tiple competing �rms, or the incorporation of lead
times in multi-period models. The increased ability
to jointly manage inventory and demand through
the adjustment of retail prices is allowing �rms to
increase pro�ts and better match demand with sup-
ply.

Production or capacity in�exibility due to high
�xed costs, economies of scale, or production delays,
are conductive to quantity-based revenue manage-
ment. This practice emphasizes the demand side in
the management of the supply-demand matching
equation. In settings with capacity in�exibility, a
�rm can exploit customer heterogeneity, in terms
of their preferences for di�erent products and their
willingness to pay for them, by creating multiple
product types from the same homogeneous capa-
city. The use of capacity controls by airlines is the
typical example of quantity-based demand mana-
gement. Here, di�erent �ticket types� are sold at
various times and prices, and under di�erent terms
and conditions, but o�ering essentially the same ser-
vice.

Traditional, quantity-based revenue manage-
ment models, and the practice derived from them,
have been built upon fairly strong assumptions.

Speci�cally, revenue management models generally
assume that the �rm is a monopolist and that de-
mands for di�erent products are mutually indepen-
dent. Those are the building blocks of the so-called
�single-leg problem,"that is, the problem of selling
the capacity of a single �ight under the assumption
that leisure, price-sensitive customers arrive �rst,
while business travelers arrive later. In this problem,
the airline establishes the number of seats to reser-
ve for business travelers, who will typically purchase
their tickets close to the �ight departure at a higher
price. This single-airline, independent-demand mo-
del has subsequently been extended to networks of
multi-leg �ights, for which heuristics must be used
due to the complexity of the problem. Developing
good approximations for network revenue manage-
ment problems continues to be a thriving topic of
research (e.g. see Topaloglu [18]).

Even though the practical implementation of
these models provide good enough improvements
on the revenues obtained, the validity and useful-
ness of the underlying assumptions in global and
more sophisticated markets are dubious. For ins-
tance, customers behave in complex ways, and ma-
ke their purchases as a function of the various pro-
ducts available in the market and of their individual
preferences. Indeed, incorporating customer choice
behavior in revenue management has been one of
the most recent trends in the �eld (e.g., see Talluri
and van Ryzin [17], Gallego et al. [9], van Ryzin and
Liu [19]).

Another recent stream of research in revenue
management has extended these models to settings
with multiple competing �rms (e.g., see Netessine
and Shumsky [14], Gallego and Hu [8]). Certainly,
in most cases, �rms are not monopolists and must
make pricing and capacity decisions in view of the
o�ers made by other �rms in the market. But it is
not all about competition�the airline industry has
witnessed a signi�cant growth of alliance activity,
with an increasing number of code-sharing agree-
ments between companies, emphasizing cooperation
between di�erent players in complementary routes.
The problem here is how to coordinate the di�e-
rent capacity control decisions, including the split
of revenues (e.g., see Wright et al. [21]).

There has also been increased interest, both in
academia and in practice, in alternative mechanisms
for pricing. Fixed, posted prices have been around in
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the quantity-based revenue management �eld since
its origins. However, since the rise of the Internet,
many �rms have begun experimenting with alterna-
tive pricing mechanisms such as auctions (e.g. see
Vulcano et al. [20]), guaranteed purchase contracts
(Priceline.com's patented selling mechanism), and
negotiations (e.g., see Bhandari and Secomandi [3]).
The simultaneous use of di�erent selling channels
by the same �rm has also received attention. He-
re, the �rm designs a selling scheme that does not
cannibalize itself and that, at the same time, takes
advantage of a natural market segmentation (e.g.,
Caldentey and Vulcano [4], Gallien and Gupta [11]).

In summary, pricing and revenue management
constitutes a prominent area of research within the
�eld of operations management, with signi�cant po-
tential and many problems to explore. There is a
growing community in the �eld, re�ected in the Re-
venue Management and Pricing Section within IN-
FORMS (http://revenue-mgt.section.informs.org/)
that holds an annual conference (the last one took
place in Barcelona in June 2007), and in speci�c
Areas/Departments in important journals like Ope-
rations Research, and Production and Operations
Management. The excellent book by Talluri and van
Ryzin [16] provides a comprehensive learning source
on the �eld. New ideas and research contributions
are always welcome.
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